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SENST
Activities to support students with special learning needs and
promote inclusive education
(2019-2020)
Evaluation
Purpose

-

-

Activities

Carry out
period

To raise SEN
students’
learning

All teachers are informed the specific
September,
difficulties that the SEN students have in 2019
early September. Some suggestions

effectiveness in the
classroom.

based on professional advice to cater their
special education needs during lessons are
given.
Case conferences will be held when
necessary.

To help students
with special
educational needs
cope with the
school environment.

Meeting the SEN students regularly to
check their progress.

Whole year

Task
completion
Completed

Completed

To let students
understand more
about people who
are mentally
handicapped.
To promote an
inclusive society.

Assembly (1 hour)
24/2/2019
Interactive Drama performance conducted
by people from The Neighbourhood
Advice-action counsel (鄰舍輔導會怡欣
山莊)

Cancelled by
the organiser

To help promote an
inclusive society.

Fun Fair
10/11/2019
Participating in a fun fair organised by the
Neighbourhood Advice-action counsel (鄰
舍輔導會怡欣山莊) aims at promoting an

Completed

inclusive society.
 One game stall
 Performance
*Around 10 LKM students
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-

-

To expose ordinary
students to

Sister Schools Scheme (a joint venture
with Choi Jun School)

A day trip
Completed on
with Students 18/1/2020

students with
either physical or
mental difficulties.
Let students
understand people
with different
needs.
To promote the
acceptance and
appreciation of

from Choi
Joint school activities
Chun school
*LKM students or parents give services to to Kadoorie
students in Choi Jun School
Farm and
Botanic
Garden
(Student
Union)

individual
differences.
<友你心>義工小組
To let students
understand and
appreciate
individual
differences through
social service.

October to
June

To convey the

First Term or Materials

1 Form period in F.1, F.2, F.3 and F.4

message of
accepting and
understanding
individual
differences to junior
form students.
To help equip
teachers for
handling SEN

Cancelled

Second Term prepared in
F.1,3 and 4

Training for counseling teachers

Second Term To be
completed in
July

Music Therapy

October to
December

cases.
- To help students
with special
education needs to
express their
feelings and
relieve pressure.

Completed
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-

To help students
with speech

Speech Therapy

October to
April

impairment to
improve speaking
skills
To help students
raise their
concentration,
decision making
abilities.
To provide training
for ADHD students
to raise their

Completed 4
sessions in
Term 1.
Cancelled due
to school
suspension

Darts Training

October to
May

Completed in
Term 1.
Cancelled in
Term 2 due to
school
suspension

Small Group Training on Executive skills Feb- May,
(Conducted by Hong Kong Education
2020
University)

Cancelled
due to school
suspension

executive functions.
To let students
understand more
about the people
with different
needs.

Volunteer work
4 F.1 classes

Second Term Cancelled
due to
school
suspension

To help SEN

After school lessons for SEN students

Whole year

students improve
academic results.

Completed
Chinese
Maths

To help SEN
students build up
relationships with
schoolmates.

Lunchtime gather activities for SEN
students
(Board games)

Whole year. Completed in
Term 1.
Cancelled in
Term 2 due to
school
suspension

To help students

Small group training

October to

Completed

improve their
social skills.

Conducted by the school educational
psychologist (Mr. Patrick Lam)

June
*Once per
month

one session in
Term 1.
Cancelled 5
sessions in
Term 2 due to
school
suspension
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To expose students
to the people the

F.1 Cultural activities
Students of different countries from

racial minorities in
Hong Kong. Let
them understand
and appreciate
different cultures.

Islamic Kasim Tuet Memorial College are
invited to come to our school to have
some cultural exchange activities in
English lessons.

suspension

To let teachers
understand more
about twice
exceptional (2E)

Staff Development:
30/10/2019
Twice exceptional (2E) students
Changed to
Conducted by Dr. Eva Shum (educational 14/4/2020
psychologist)

Cancelled
due to school
suspension

students

Second Term Cancelled
due to school

